Is your research hindered by a technical or computational problem? Is managing your data an overwhelming challenge? Are you spending your research dollars on servers instead of science?

We’re building EarthCube to help scientists like you do your work and make discoveries. EarthCube’s goal is to transform geosciences research by developing and leveraging computer-based technologies (cyberinfrastructure) to address the computational challenges that can tax even basic research. We want to know what you need the EarthCube cyberinfrastructure to do for you.

Adding your use case(s) to our library will ensure that your community’s requirements are considered by the EarthCube technical planning effort. Please sign up here: https://goo.gl/M4tRoz for a one-hour interview to discuss what you need EarthCube to do.

Questions? Please contact us: TAC-Use-Cases@earthcube.org.

For more information on the EarthCube Use Case Working Group effort, including examples of completed use cases, please see http://earthcube.org/group/use-cases-wg.